
Scientific Method:
State the problem
Form a hypothesis
Run an experiment
Analyze data through charts and graphs
Draw a conclusion based on the data

Graphing:
Circle each point
Don't connect the line to zero unless there
is a value for zero
If asked to draw axis intervals, make sure
you stick to a constant interval and
use as much of the graph as possible.

Helpful Tips
Repeat the experiment
Use large samples
Identify the control group
& the experimental group
Control groups may be
given a placebo.
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Polypeptides, Enzymes, Receptors
DNA. RNA.
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Biochemistry:
Organis Molecules
Carbohydrates:
Lipids:
Proteins:
Nucleic Acids

Cells:

Mono
Glucose
Glycerol & fatty acids
Amino acids
Nucleotides

Enzymes: Catalysts made up of amino acids that speed up chemical reactions.

3 Factors affecting enzymes: Temp, pH, Concentration
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Animal Plant

Lock & Key
Model

A: Cell Membrane determines what goes in and
out of the cell. Contains Protein Receptors &
Antigens.
B: Nucleus contains the genetic info (DNA)
C: Mitochondria makes ATP
D: Cell Wall provides structure and support

Independent Variable

organelle ) cell ) Tissue ) organ ) organ system ) organism
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Cell Transport:
Passive Diffusion:
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requires no ATP
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Osmosis: Passive: Water moves from More pure

Diffusion in an animal cell

Active Transplrt: requires ATP
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Diffusion in a plant cell
Vielr A View B
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Photosynthesis: Autotrophs make organic food from inorganic molecules.

SGGa + 6Ll2O -* ,S6Ho + 6ff.t
Carbon Dioxide + Water-) Glucose * Oxvcen

Mitochondria

Cellular Respiration: Uses organic molecules to make ATp
CuFlPu+ 602 

-) 
6COz+ 6F!O+ Energy

Glucose + Oxygen Carbon Dioxide + Water + ATP

Anaerobic Respiration: In the absence of Oxygen,
Alcohol + COz or Lactic Acid.

Glucose * 02 COz, Hz0, ATP

the organic molecu ent into



cell Division: Before a cell can split, the DNA must replicate itself.
Asexual Reproduction produces 2 daughter cells that are clones (growth & repair)
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Sexual Reproduction produces 4 gametes with half the amount of DNA as the original
parent.
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Stags 1 StagF 2

Genetics:
Nucleus ) Chromosome )
Both DNA & RNA are made

Genes ) Nucleotide
up of nucleotides

Chromosomes
with many
genes
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Genes are turned
on and turned off. The

environment
can affect the
expression of
a gene.

Base (A,T,G,C)

) RNA ) Protein RNA travels to&e Ribosome to make the protein
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DNA: Double Stranded, Remains in Nucleus, Contains A,T,G,C
RNA: Single Stranded, Leaves the Nucleus. Contains A.U.G.C t,$ l-}

DNA
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Biotechnology:
We can engineer human
hormones such as insulin,
by splicing human DNA
into a Bacterial Plasmid
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Mutation: Alteration of DNA resulting in a misshapen protein (chemicals & radiation.)

Gel Electrophoresis: A restriction enzyme cuts the DNA
at a specific base sequence. The fragments migrate
towards the positive end of the gel (DNA is negatively
charged). The smaller fragments move faster.
Species with the same bands have similar DNA and
show common ancestry.

Phylogenic hee
showing o:otrrrflolr
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Ecolory: The interaction of living things and the environment
ProducerlAutotroph: makes food.
Consumer/Heterotroph : consumes food.
Decomposer: recycles the nutrients back to the soil (circle of life)
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Evolution:
Essay: Due to sexual reproduction and mutations, there are variations within the species.
Some varieties are better adapted to the environment than others. overproduction of
the species leads to competition for limited resources. Those better adapted survive and
pass their genes on to the next generation. Those not well adapted die and their genes
are not passed on.

Lamark: Use and disuse. He believed in the passing on of acquired traits, but he waswrong' The only way to change the information the next generation receives is by
mutation of the gametes. Alterations of body cells are not passed on.

Darwin: Natural selection and survival of the fittest (read essav).

Proof of common ancesrry:
l- Comparative Anatomy
2. Comparative Biochemistry (DNA & proteins)
3. Comparative Cyt_ology (Cell Organelles)
4. Comparative Embryology
5. Fossils
6. Geographic Isolation (Darwin,s Finches)
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Different food sources
on eaeh island made
some fmches better
adapted to the
environment than
others.
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These birds occupy different
niches to avoid competition.
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Physiolory:
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Reproductive
Parts

Sperm & Eggs
contan23
Chromosomes
(l/2) normal
amount

Immune System
antibodies whi

llln$llttTd destroy the antigen.
ln causes diseas"i : _ a 4i ?6r"y, t. pr/rlrErruflg wlucn causes disease,
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Human Reproduction:
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Muscle
Movement''
of the
skeleton

Neryous
Controls
senses and
processing

Respiratory
Diffuses 02
in & CO2
out ofthe
blood

Digestive
Breaks
down
nutrients
for

9ifturion Irnto 
Iblood 
I

Circulatory
Transports
nutrients
and 02 to
body cells

Excretorv
Filters
cellular
waste from
the blood.

:t4: Some white blood cells make
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\+Sot" undergoes
cleavage (rapid mitosis) to
rorm an embryo. The
embryo will then
differentiate into all the
different body systems.


